
ENGLISH 11: ACA A AMERICAN JOURNEY 

Summer Reading and Note-taking assignment for The Catcher in The Rye 

Please obtain a copy of The Catcher in the Rye by J.D. Salinger. We recommend purchasing the text as it allows for active 
reading and we will continue to use it throughout the first month of school. Your first quizzes and essays will be on The Catcher 
in the Rye. We recommend the text below (it has a red cover) so that the class can all be on the same page. 

ISBN-13: 9780316769488 Publisher: Little, Brown and Company Pages: 224 

Learning Goals for The Catcher in the Rye: 

1. Reading: to recognize, chronicle, and analyze character and thematic development
2. Writing: to craft a literary analysis response supported with quotations and personal analysis (this will be

completed within the month of school).

Reading Goal Task: Note-Taking on Character and Theme 

To assist in understanding of character and theme, as you read The Catcher in the Rye, take careful notes (ideally in your book) 
and on separate paper. (A double-entry journal is a suitable format.) Your notes must address ALL of the following topics: 

Character Development 
A. Analyze Holden’s strengths and weaknesses.  
B. Analyze Holden’s interactions with and reflections about his family members. (Include all members of his family.) 
C. What do Holden’s interactions with others reveal about him? (focus on peers, teachers, and strangers here).  

Notes requirements: 

� Typed – printed copy due first day of school. 
� Submitted to Turnitin.com* by Thursday, August 29 (after your teacher gives you the class code). � 
must include a minimum of 15 direct quotations (cited with page numbers). 
� Must address the entirety of the novel (beginning, middle, end) 
� Must address all 3 topics above.  **Each quotation must be labeled to reflect the topic** 

*Any suggestion of use of supplemental resources (aka SparkNotes), will result in a referral for a violation of the code of
conduct, contact to the National Honor Society, and a discussion about your honesty and integrity. 

Your book and notes will be used on the first day of class and subsequent days. You will also receive formative feedback 
on your notetaking skills.  Not having anything done will severely hinder your ability to be successful in the beginning 

and foundational tasks of the year. 
MODEL ENTRY (you may not use this in your own journal).  

TOPIC DIRECT QUOTATION (PG #) ANALYSIS 
Family 
/weaknesses 

“I broke all the windows in the 
garage. I don’t blame them. I really 
don’t. I slept in the garage the night 
he died, and I broke all the goddam 
windows with my fist, just for the 
hell of it. I even tried to break all 
the windows on the station wagon 
we had that summer, but my hand 
was already broken and everything 
by that time, and I couldn’t do it. It 
was a very stupid thing to do, I’ll 
admit, but I hardly didn’t even 
know I was doing it, and you didn’t 
even know Allie” (Chapter 5, page 
39) 

Holden hints at the fact that his instability stems in large part from his 
brother whom he had a close connection with. Holden’s inability to 
see how Allie’s death had wrecked him to the point of hurting 
himself, and the fact that he says he doesn’t really care reveals a 
weakness within Holden that he is unable evaluate his life and 
isolates himself from any help. Holden’s reaction shows that he 
struggles to cope with his emotions and may breakdown again. 
Holden’s brokenness from the loss of close family member and his 
weakness in blinding himself to his despair causes pain for him now 
and later in the book. 


